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system is a certain order in arrangement and connection of actions; a form of organization of something; something integral, represented by a unity of regularly arranged and mutually connected parts (Ozhegov, Shvedova, 2010, 720) .
In theory of systems and systems analysis understanding of system as a set (multitude) of objects and processes that are called elements and which are interrelated and interact with each other, forming an integral whole, possessing properties not typical of the elements that constitute it taken separately, is used as one of the most common definitions (Kachala, 2007, 58 ).
An important condition of a system existence is presence of a systemically important purpose (and the main function) of a system.
It is the presence of such a purpose (function)
that determines formation of a system structure (internal structure) and allows proving the need for separation of a system as an independent object (Kachala, 2007, 66) .
Such an understanding in general is
correlated to the teachings of modern philosophy and sociology. -qualitative difference of system as a whole from the total of the elements that constitute it.
Systematicity itself in philosophy in general terms is understood as universal, inherent property of matter and its attribute that record predominance of organized nature over chaotic changes in the world (Alekseev, Panin, 1998, 380) .
From the perspective of systems theory "systematicity" may be considered as the most general concept that defines all the possible manifestations of systems (Kachala, 2007, 193 ). Accordingly, systematicity can be considered as a universal property of an object, which characterizes its organized structure.
Understanding law through the category of system is quite common. Such an understanding does not contradict to the traditional concepts of legal consciousness: the theory of natural law, legal positivism (normative legal consciousness) and sociological conception of law.
So-called integrative (multidimensional)
understanding of law that combines the basic ideas of the existing legal concepts corresponds to understanding of law as a system phenomenon even more (Ershov, 2008, 4-15) , including based on essentially-substantial elements (primarily on the rights and freedoms of a man and a citizen) (Shafirov, 2004, 87 (Ershov, 2008, 14) .
Besides, it should be noted that in the theory of law, the term "system" is traditionally used when indicating such legal categories as "the system of law" and "legal system". System of law (in general terms) is understood as legislative Legal system is defined as a broader phenomenon that includes, in addition to legal system of justice, legal awareness (legal ideology) as well as legal practice (Kartashev, 2011, 101) .
With this in mind, it seems reasonable to understand systemacity of law as a universal At the same time, in order to determine the primary elements of law and its sub-systems, it is necessary to determine systematically important purpose and the main function of law, which, in this paper are simplified and is proposed to allocate preservation of human society and providing its development as a goal, and regulation (ordering) public relations as a function (Alekseev, 1999, 
313-326).
In the theory of systems analysis an element of system is understood as an internal elementary unit, the functional part of a system, which structure is not considered, and only its properties, necessary for construction and operation of a system, are taken into account. At that, the notion of "element" is not equivalent to the notion of "part". The word "part" denotes to the internal belonging of something to an object (to a system), and "element" always means a functional unit (Kachala, 2007, 60) .
Allocation of the initial element of law as a system depends on the definition of the fundamental function of law, which, as it was said above, is advisable to understand as its regulatory influence on social relations (which does not exclude value-orientational significance of law). Thus, study of the problems of systematicity of law appears quite topical both from the standpoint of theory and practice.
